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ABSTRACT
In order to overcome problems of DENCLUE and improve it for
medical image segmentation, we propose HD-DENCLUE
algorithm. It takes the optimization step length to find density
attractor, designs a hill-down strategy to give different density
thresholds for different clusters and stops at hill-down data i.e. the
edge data of this cluster. Experiments show that HD- DENCLUE
can decrease time overhead, have better clustering effects than
DENCLUE and get the edges of each cluster.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Applications] Image databases

General Terms
Algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION
Clustering has strong inner relationships with segmentation of
image. Increasing attentions have been paid to methods of
clustering for image segmentation.

Hinneburg [1] offered DENCLUE to cluster large multimedia
database and can deal with database containing many noise data.
Li Cun-hua[2] improved its approximation density computation
based on data grids technology and Gan Wen-yan[3] offered a
method of getting the two key parameters of DENCLUE.

However, with a close looking into DENCLUE, we can still find
some problems: hill climbing strategy of DENCLUE cannot find
density attractors as fast as possible because of constant step
length; it is not reasonable that only one density threshold is used
to judge many clusters; it is not easy to get the boundary of each
cluster. To address those problems, we present HD-DENCLUE, a
new clustering implementation strategy on the basis of

DENCLUE.

2. HD-DENCLUE: HILL DOWN
TRATEGY BASED DENSITY CLUSTERING
DENCLUE algorithm: firstly map data into grids i.e. all
data are mapped into proper grids and all the populated
grids are numbered depending on their relative positions
from a given origin. Secondly, the populated grids are
classified into highly populated grids and sparse ones. Only
highly populated grids are clustered according to density
function and cluster definitions [1] , while points in sparse
girds are ignored as outliers. Finally, DENCLUE uses
hill-climbing strategy to extract clusters.

The basic idea of hill-climbing strategy: stochastically
choose a data as current data, climb the hill of density
function with a step length, search the next data along its
gradient direction and compare density values of current
data and next data; if the density value of next data is larger,
then replaces the next data as new current data and continue
searches the next data with the step length along gradient
direction, until the density value of next data is smaller than
current data. If density value of current data is larger than
threshold, then all those data visited by hill climbing are in
one cluster; else those data are outliers.

The key idea of our approach is to take hill-down strategy to
cluster data and optimization gradient method to search density
attractors on the basis of density function constructed by
DENCLUE.

2.1 Find Attractors of Density Function With
Variant Step Length
Firstly, local approximation density function is constructed by
[1-3]. Secondly, an optimization gradient method offered by
Cauchy to search the local maximum data [4].

Theorem 1. Let dataset },...,{ 1 nXXD  dR , )(Xf be

density function, i be step length of ith step,
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the optimization step length for the ith step.

2.2 HD-DENCLUE Algorithm
According to theorem1, hill-climbing strategy of DENCLUE can
be improved with variable optimization step length to find the
density attractors. Then, walk down hill from attractor to extract
its cluster data. In order to implement downhill clustering idea,
there are three problems need solving.

(1) If current location is kX , then how do we find the downhill

direction p of )(Xf at kX ?

(2) After find the downhill direction p , how to assign step length

to move from kX to pXX kk 1 along p ?

(3) How to judge current data point kX is at hill-foot or not?

The first problem can be solved according to theorem 2.

Theorem 2 If differential coefficient of )(Xf at kX with

downhill direction p is satisfactory with 0)(  pXf k
T , then

p is a downhill direction of )(Xf at kX .

For the second problem, the step length of hill down can use the
same step length of hill climbing for each step according to
theorem 1.

The third problem can be solved according to theorem 3.

Theorem 3 Let )}()(|{ 0XfXfRX n  be a limitary set,

if downhill direction p of each iterative data kX is satisfactory

with: 
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, where  is a constant. Then,

series data 
1}{ kkX produced by downhill algorithm have

limitary sub-series, and each converges to points of zero gradients.
HD-DENLUE: hill down based density clustering
Input: smooth parameter , data set D
Output: cluster and edge set

(1) For each X D , compute its density function by
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eXf  // by references[1-3]

(2) Find density each attractor 0X ; // by theory 1.

(3) For each density attractor 0X
(4) Walk down hill from 0X and compute all downhill

directions p at point iX ; // by theory 2.

(5) Find next node pXX iii 1 ;// by theory 1.

(6) if (   ||)(|| 1iXf ) ,all the data along downhill

append cluster, else walk downhill stop and this data append edge;
// by theory 3.

3. EXPERIMENT
To investigate the practical relevance of our approach, we
performed experiments on medical image data to cluster by
DENCLUE and HD-DENCLUE. Experiment data are abdomen
CT images (512 512 gray images) copied from a hospital. Both
DENCLUE and HD-DENCLUE cluster medical image data can
achieve image segmentation effects. Data of the same organs can
be clustered into one group. Experiments results are like Figure1.

( a ) (b) (c) (d)

Fig.1 Clusters results on CT image

(a.) Abdomen CT image (b) Clusters by DENCLUE with one
threshold (c) Clusters by HD-DENCLUE with

multi-thresholds (d) Image objects edge by HD-DENLUE

DENCLUE takes twice times time of HD-DENCLUE averagely
from our experiments. From the above results, it is obvious that
HD-DENCLUE has better segmentation quality than DENCLUE
because of multi-threshold.

HD-DENCLUE has following several advantages: firstly,
optimization-gradient variant step length reduces time overhead
both hill climbing and down hill strategy; secondly, the hill-foot
data are the multi-threshold for different clusters; thirdly,
edges of each cluster can be gotten.
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